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and Vehicles; Alarm Stations and communications; Power Supply; Testing, Maintenance and
Compensatory Measures; and Secudty Training and Qualification.
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Esslts The lict..sce program was found to be directed toward public health and safety and was
in compliance with NRC requirements in the areas inspected. One unresolved FFD item and
6 open FFD items were closed. No safety concerns or violations were identified; however, the
effectiveness of routine security patrols was in need of improvement.
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1.0 En I'In9DHCLC0111Mkd

1.1 LitrusteraunLCmtimttor Persound

* D. Miller, Jr., Vice President - Peach Bottom Atornic Power Station
* O. Bird, Director - Nuclear Security
* A. Fulvio, Regulatory Supervisor
* D. Poss, Regula.ory Engineer ,

* T. Doncii, Superintendent, Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) Technical
Monitoring

O. Sarley, Manager, Fitness-for-Duty-Corporate
* W. Echman, Senior Monitor, NQA
* J. Austin, Manager Projects

O. Brown, Material Management Superintendent*

* T. Niessen, Operations Superintendent
P. Ott, Public Service Electric and Gas Co. - Site Representative*

W. Trump, Shift Security Coordinator*

M. Utz, Chief Security Coordinator*

H. Owrutsky, Nuclear Security - Technical Engineer
A. Wyatt, Shift Security Coordinator
R. Speakman, Maintenance Foreman
J. Hart, System Engineer

* J. Robinson, Security Force Supervisor - Protection Technology, Inc. (PTI)
D. Draghi, Technician - PTI
R. White, Corporal Security Force Member PTl

1.2 U.S. Nudcar_Eralatory Commisinn

* J. Lyash, Senior Resident Inspector
M. Evans, Resident Inspector
B. Korona, Reactor Engineer (Intern)

* Indicates those present at the exit interview.

The inspectors also interviewed other licensee personnel and members of the
contract security force during the inspection.

2.0 FJ1110wup or liciel:11r_12!rntl[ir11 Items

2.1 LC[gSrID UNR 50-217/11-Q5-01 nnd 50-278/91-05-01

During the initial Fitness-for-Duty (FFD) inspection (50-277/91-05 and 50-
278/91-05) the inspector, after reviewing the FFD supervisory training records,
could not conclusively determine that all the supervisory FFD training
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requirements hd been met. While r.!! the training requirements appeared to be
current, the documentation did not provide a mechanism to determine when the
training was required and when it was accomplished. The licensee committed to
modify the method used to track the required FFD supervisory training. Dutmg
this inspection, the inspectors determined, through discussions with the FFD
Manager and a review of documents, that the licensee improved the method of
tracking required FFD training data by including the necessary information in the
Personnel Information Management Systems (PIMS). In addition, all licensee
employees selected for supervisory positions must complete the Supervisory
Development Academy Course, which now includes the FFD supervisory
training, prior to being promoted to supervisor. The licensee also included job

_

codes in the Ifuman Resources Management System to cover supervisory
assignments. The inspectors found these actions to be adequate. No deficiencies
were noted.

2,2 Open FFD Items

The inspectors also reviewed the licensee's ac' ions on the open items frcm the
initial FFD inspection, as documented in report Nos. 50-277/91-05 and 50-
278/91-05. The inspectors determined through discussions with the FFD
Manager and a review of documents that the licensee has:

Revised its lesson plans for the refresher FFD awareness and suncrvimry*

training to ensure that all employees were aware that no actica can or will
be taken on presumptive positive drug screens;

Established a secured area for the computer that is used to generate a*

random selection list for FFD testing;

Developed and implemented a computer safeguards feature to account for*

all random lists generated in order to prevent unauthorized manipulation
of the random selection process;

i

Relocated the facsimile machine and hard-line printer to a secured area,*

access to which is authorized for FFD personnel only, and revised
proceduces for access to FFD program information, to ensure it is limited
to individuals with a "need-to-know", and requiring a telephone contact .

;

prior to the transmission of FFD results by facsimile;

Revised Section 3.1.3(a) of the " Philadelphia Electric Company and*

Subsidiary Companies Official Bulletin" on April 1 -1991, regarding
employees with unescorted station access who r.re returning from long-
term absence, to indicate that pre-access testing is required for all

.
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employees who are not covered by both randem testing and behavioral
observation for a period in excess of 60 days; and

* Provided trained collectian personnel of both genders at the collection
sites in the event that a observed specimen collection is required.

The inspectors' review of the licensee's corrective actions on these items found
the actions to be adequate, No deficiencies were noted.

3.0 Manartmn1LEttimnI1Jecurity Program 13ans nnd Audlis

3.1 ManagtnicttuinIw9M

Managemeit support for the licensee's physical security program was determined
to be consistent with program needs. This determination was based upon the
inspectors' review of various aspects of the licensee's program during this
inspection, as documented in this report.

Fc n the last physical security inspection, which was documented in NRC
4. . getion Report Nos. 50-277/91-19 and 50-278/91-19, the licensee continued
to upgrade the security program as described be'ow:

Installed a new r.i-speed printer for t1 e Secondary Alarm Station (SAS) to*

enhance personnel accotmtability in the event of an emergency evacuation.

Installed new pseudo-color upgrades on three x-ray machines located in*

the access control center to enhance the effectiveness of the search
process.

Installed three new explosive detectors in the access control center, which*
;

now contains eight explosive detectors.

Installed gas generators on the five original explosive detectors to*

climinate bottled gas replacements.

'

* Installed a new, state-of-the-art, color x-ray machine in the Warehouse
Receiving Building.

I_nstalled three new security software modules to enhance closed circuit*

j television (CCTV) camera assessment and alarm capability.
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Installed a new security alert panel in the Central Alarm Station (CAS),e

SAS, Control Room, and Plant Simulator facility, to provide imrnediate
notification of a potential security event.

Completed Phase 1 of the perimeter intrusion detection equipment*

upgrade; Phase 2 is scheduled for completion in October 1992.

implemented the capability to make security keys on site to enhancee

control and reduce distribution time.

11ased upon the inspectors' review of the security progrr.m and the efforts being
made to upgrade and enhance it, the inspectors deterrained that the program is
continuing to receive approprirte management attention and stipport.

!

3.2 Sgurity Progritm Plitils

The inspectors verified tnat changes to the licensee's Security and Guard Training
and Qualification Plans, as implemented, did not decrease the effectiveness of the
respective plans, and had been submitted in accordance with NRC requirements.

_

3.3 Audits

The insocctors reviewed the 1991 and 1992 ennual security program audit reports .

and verified that the audits had been conducted in accordance with the NRC-
apprcved Security plan (the Plan). The audits were very comprehensive in scope, -
and the results were reported to the appropriate level of management. The
documented corrective actions appeared appropriate to resolve the findings.

4.0 hulectnLttnd Vital Arec PhysleitLlhuriers. Detection and Anessment Aids

4.1 Protected Area llarrier

The inspectors conducted a physical inspection of the protected area (PA) barrier
on August 31 - September 2,1992. The inspectors determined by observation
that the barrier was installed and m:dntained as described in the Plan.

4.2 ErDI.eeted Area lilln!S191L]hltC. tin \1d5

The inspectors observed the licensee perform the weekly surveillance test (ST) of
the perimeter detection aids on September 1 and 2,1992, and determined that
they were installed, maintained, and operated as committed to in the Plan.

I
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4.3 Jintected Area _attQolation Zone I,igitting

The inspectors conducted a lightim; survey in the PA and the isolation zones on
September 2,1992, from approximately 8:00 to 10:15 p.m. to determine if
lighting levels met the minimum requirements of 0.2 footcandles. The inspectors
were accompanied by the licensee's Chief Security Coordinator. The inspectors'
determined by observation and use of the licensec's calibrated light meter that the
station's lighting system was adequate with three isolated exceptions that provided
access to dark areas. . Two manways in an auxiliary boiler undergoing
maintenance w:re open; three pieces of skirting under the HP Access Control
Building hac' not been replaced following maintenance; and the stairway platform
to the I&C Trailer was not lighted or skirted. Additionally, marginal lighting
conditions were noted under two vehicles and the Diesel Building Radiation
Storage Area. The licensee immediately implemented appropriate compensatory
measures.

|

The inspectors discussed the lighting and intrusion detection denciencies with the !

licensee and questioned the effectiveness of the licensee's routine security patrols
in that these degraded conditions should have been identined by knowledgeable
and alert SFMs on patrol. The licensee stated that the root cause of this apparent
weakness would be pursued and promptly corrected. The inspectors also advised

L the licensee that the control of maintenance projects should be reviewed to ensure
that foremen and supervisors are sensitive to reestablishing security requirements
when-work is completed or interrupted for any reason, and that security is-
notified to enable independent inspection of thc work area. The licensee agreed
and committed to correct any '.O.itified weaknesses by October 1992. These
matters will N review:1 during a subsequent inspection. (Inspector Followup
Item (IFI) 50-277/278-92-20-01)
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4.4 hitljill91129ars
'

The inspectors verined that the isolation mnes were adequately maintained to
permit observation of activities on both svles of the PA barrier.

4.5 Asnment Aids

The inspectors observed the PA pcrimeter assess:nent aids during day and night
periods and determined that they were installed, maintained and operated as
committed to in the Plan.

4.(i YJ1Rl3mt linrrien

The inspectors conducted a physical inspection of selected vital area (VA) barriers
on September 2,1992. Tre inspectors determined by observation that the VA
barriers were installed and maintained as described in the Plan.

4.7 YllRLdrea D?tet[lg1LAids
,

The inspectors observed testinF of selected VA detection aids on September 2,
1992, and detennined that they were installed, maintained and operated as
committed to in N Plan.

5.0 halecis1Liiint.XitaLomis Access control or Personnel. Packnees nnd vehldn

5.1 Enonnelettess_Crutral

The inspectors determined that the licensee was exercising positive control over
personnel access to the PA and VAs. This determination was based on the'

following:

5.1.1 The itspectorr. verified that personnel were properly identified and
authorization was checked prior to issuance of badges and key cards.

5.2.2 The inspectors reviewed the security lock and key procedures and
determined that tl:y were consistent with commitments in the Plan. The
inspectors also reviewed the protectcJ and vital area key inventory logs,y

L and discussed lock and key procedures with merabers of the licensee's

L security 'taff.

5.1.3 The inspectors veriGed that he licensee was implementing a search
I program for firearms, explosives, incendiary devices and other
I unauthorized materia!3 as committed to in the Plan. The inspectors

observed both plant and visitor personnel access processing during peak

',
r
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and off-peak traffic periods on September 1 and 2,1992. The inspectc,rs
also interviewal members of the security force and the licensee's security
staff about personnel access procedures.

5.1.4 The inspectors determined, by observation, that individuah in the PA and
VAs dispinyed their badges as required.

5.1.5 The inspectors verified that the licensee had escort procedures for visitors
into the PA and VAs.

5.1.6 The inspectors verified the licensee bad a mecaanism for expediting access
to vital equipment during emergencies and that mechanism was adequate
for its purpose.

5.1.7 The inspectors verified that unescorted access to VAs is limited to
authorized personnel and that the VA authorized access list was being
revalidated every 31 days. However, the inspectors found a potentid
weaNess in thc.t there is not an independent review of the changes
resulting from the revalidation that are entered into the computerized
access control program to ensuie their accuracy. Additionally, two steps
(6.3.4 and 6.3.5)in the procedure which controls the revalidation promss
(RT-S-045-930 2), regarding review of the final list and verifict. tion of
personnel status, are unclear and should bc revised to ensure that their
intent is being carried out.

The licensee committed to revise the applicable administrative controls to

co. rect the identified weaknesses. (IFI 50-277/278-92-20-02)

5.2 PaduteuutGinteriaLAmafmitrsj

The inspectors determined that the licensee was exercising positive control over
packages and material that were brought into the PA through the main access
portal. The inspectors reviewed the package and mate +1 control procedures and
found that they were coasistent with commitments in the Plan. The inspectors
also observed package and material processing and interviewed members of the
security force and the lice 1see's security staff about package and material control
procedures.

5.3 Vehicle Access fsittrsj

The inspectors determined that the licensee properly controls vehicle access to and
within the PA. The inspectors verified that veh cles are properly processed prior
to entering the PA and the process was consistent with commitmems in the Plan.
The inspectors also reviewed the vehicle search procedures and determined they

-- - _ _ _ - _ - _-- __ -__ _ _ _ _ __ - _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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were consistent with commitments in the Plan. This determination was made by
observmg vehicle processing and search, inspection of vehicle logs, and by
interviewing SFMs and licensee's security '.taff about vehicle processirig and
search procedures.

In summary, the licensee had effective programs and was observed to implement
effective measures, which met the NitC requirements, for the control of personnel,
package, and vehicle access to the PA and VAs.

6.0 Al a!1t LMat19nutH d_C9111'n91tleltlinD5

The inspectors observed the operations in the CAS and 3AS and detern ined they were
operated as committed to in the P|an. CAS and SAS operators were interviewed by the
inspectors and found to be knowledgeable of their duties and responsibilities. The
inspectors verified that the CAS and SAS did not require any operational activitics that
would interfere with the assessment and response func' ions. The inspectors veriGed that
the licensee has communications with local law enforcement agencies as committed to
in the Plan. No deGeiencica were noted.

7.0 Enternency PowrtSUPP_13

The inspectors verified that there are several systems (batteries, dedicated diesel
generator within a VA, and plant onsite AC power) that provide backup power to the
ccurity systems. The insiectors reviewed the test and maintenance records and
procedures for these systems and found that they were consistent with the P'an. No
deGeiencies were noted.

_

8.0 le3tuigdfalnien;ttite_ittl1LC91ppens;119r3 Measutes

The inspectors reviewed the testing and maintenance records for security-related
equipment and conGrmed that tests were conducted, maintenance was performed and
records were maintained as committed to in the Plan. The inspectors also reviewed the
licensee's use of compensatory measures and determined them to be as committed to in
the Plan. No deGeiencies were noted.

9.0 SetDritLTntititutititti Ottalification

The inspectors randomly se:ected and reviewed the training and qualification records for
11 SFMs. Physical and Grearms qualiGeation records were also inspected. These
records were for armed, unarmed and supervisory personnel. The inspectors determ...cd
that training had b:en conducted in accordance with the Training and QualiGeation Plan,

'

and that it was properly documented.

l
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The inspectors observed a tactical response drill on August 31,1992. The drill was well
conducted and concluded with a thorough critique.

10.0 lhlt.httenic.g .

The itspectors met with the licensee representatives indicated in Paragraph 1.0 at the
conelision of the inspection on September 4,1992. At that time, the purpose and scope
of th: inspection was reviewed and the findir.gs were presented. The licensce's ,

comm:tments, as documented in this report, were reviewed and confirmed with the
licensee. i
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